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Agreement Includes a Technology Transfer of DBI Ultra for Next-Generation Memory

SAN JOSE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Xperi Corporation (NASDAQ: XPER) (“Xperi”) today announced that it entered

into a new patent and technology license agreement with SK hynix, one of the world’s largest semiconductor

manufacturers. The agreement includes access to Xperi’s broad portfolio of semiconductor intellectual property (IP)

and a technology transfer of Invensas DBI Ultra 3D interconnect technology focused on next-generation memory.

“We are delighted to announce the extension of our long-standing relationship with SK hynix, a world-renowned

technology leader and manufacturer of memory solutions,” said Craig Mitchell, President of Invensas, a wholly

owned subsidiary of Xperi Corporation. “As the industry increasingly looks beyond conventional node scaling and

turns toward hybrid bonding, Invensas stands as a pioneering leader that continues to deliver improved

performance, power, and functionality, while also reducing the cost of semiconductors. We are proud to partner

with SK hynix to further develop and commercialize our DBI Ultra technology and look forward to a wide range of

memory solutions that leverage the bene�ts of this revolutionary technology platform.”

DBI Ultra is a patented die-to-wafer hybrid bonding 3D interconnect technology platform ushering in a new era of

homogeneous and heterogeneous 3D integration. It allows the semiconductor industry to extend beyond Moore’s

Law, providing unprecedented 2.5D and 3D integration �exibility. Among a wide range of applications, DBI Ultra

makes it possible to manufacture 8-, 12- and even 16-high chip stacks while meeting the demanding packaging

height and performance requirements for next generation, high-performance computing.

DBI wafer-to-wafer hybrid bonding, the predecessor to DBI Ultra, is already successfully incorporated into image

sensors and RF components shipping in hundreds of millions of smartphones around the world. DBI Ultra is poised

to realize similar success in 3D stacked memory as well as in 2.5D and 3D applications requiring the integration of

memory with CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, or SoCs. When optimized and applied by an industry leader like SK hynix, these
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technologies and the resulting semiconductor products will enable solutions for a wide range of applications from

smartphones and smart homes to arti�cial intelligence (AI) and big data.

The terms and conditions of the agreement are con�dential.

About Xperi Corporation 
 Xperi Corporation (Nasdaq: XPER) and its brands DTS, IMAX Enhanced, HD Radio, and Invensas, are dedicated to

creating innovative technology solutions that enable extraordinary experiences for people around the world. Xperi’s

solutions are licensed by hundreds of leading global partners and have shipped in billions of products in areas

including premium audio, automotive, broadcast, computational imaging, computer vision, mobile computing and

communications, memory, data storage, and 3D semiconductor interconnect and packaging. For more information,

please call 408-321-6000 or visit www.xperi.com.

About SK hynix Inc. 
 SK hynix Inc., headquartered in Korea, is the world’s top tier semiconductor supplier o�ering Dynamic Random

Access Memory chips (“DRAM”), Flash memory chips (“NAND Flash”) and CMOS Image Sensors (“CIS”) for a wide

range of distinguished customers globally. The Company’s shares are traded on the Korea Exchange, and the Global

Depository shares are listed on the Luxemburg Stock Exchange. Further information about SK hynix is available at

https://www.skhynix.com and https://news.skhynix.com.
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